
9b - Which changes do you expect?
 - Because of the increasing number of submitted papers, we need better      and accurate 
classification and ease of search.

 - Due to overlap between different fields and sub-fields, the cross-referencing will become 
even more important.

 - I expect larger volume of multi-media content.  
  Make it as convenient as possible to get full texts
- a better availability of the talks in the international HEP meetings such as slides, papers and 
proceedinds

- a better availability of informations about running HEP experiments and their results in the 
form of link to their web sites to avoid redundancy and loss of informations.

- a better availability of founder papers notably those published before the generalization of 
the web informations approximately before the nineties
- a more exhaustive access to electronic publications

 An incrase in the availability of information and publications 
 on HEP  
 citation analyses.
- decrease of printed journals, strong increase of online journals
- hyperlinked references
 I may change subject and I can foresee other needs, but I cannot  
tell what right now
- increasing need of managing a growing number of information scattered over papers 
belonging to different (according to current standard classification) branches of HEP 
- definite improvement in the quality and timeliness of reports in physics
- better integration of published monographs in the existing HEP literature (in particular I find 
the SPIRES classification system very poor w.r.t. published monographs and books).
 More electronic  journals,  more detailes citation analisys.
 New  and fast interfaces will appear
- the search engine should look inside the papers to look for information, not  just on 

  I imagine the web cam recording of the author explaning his paper in web ...And a citation 
link with 
verified TIME ARROWS to avoid the well used
   plagio in Science...

A note of priority and a mark for all using and abusing
  of other  ideas with little reference might be penalized.

  A standard home page for all authors might be arrenged for scientist by the same archive at 
simplest and most  friendly and standard way...

  A novel feedback  (comment after a reading..)

   A novel improvement...( paper alive...)
   where the author may allow the growing of his paper after a submission by different hands..
  (with some control of course)



Biggest need is access to pre-arxiv material.  APS journals 
are excellent in this regard but Springer and Elsevier are 
disgusting. 

A need for the future is better management of trackbacks 
and blogs. 

A big need is a repository for seminars. KITP, MSRI, and the 
Newton institute are doing a wonderful service by archiving 
their seminars and workshops. There should be a central archive of seminars. 

I would like more free open publications.
(information needs): I will need more access of mathematics journals and papers.

* information side : I expect to be able to search for articles/preprints not just by keywords 
but by some "primitive
version" of key sentences. 
??
??
1) I expect collaborative tools to become more important, a lot of people already use private 
wikis/blogs/etc. for collaboration - I expect this to become more widespread
2) I expect because of point 1) the size of collaborations to grow
3) I hope that community-run tools and journals will become more important, more dominant. 
I hope Elsevier will get bancrupt.
1. refereeing has to become aligned with modern ways
2. talks may also become archived
3. extensive cross-linking of content
4. searchable facts and numbers
100% electronic submission and retrieval
a better "refereeing" or "ranking" system to see whether a manuscript is important to check or 
not.
Better assisting with search results.

Publications: Probably most commercial publishers will have gone through hard times. Easy 
A better access to published articles in electric form. 

A better coverage of nearby research fileds (like biophysics, biology,..)
a few
A general move to Open Acess publications.  I will submit my future papers to JHEP, JINST 
and/or other OA-minded journals.

A great explosion of data from new collidors, satelites etc. 
A larger percentage of all articles, ie pre 1991,  being made available instantly on-line.
A lot
A lot of information will be needed and access to these information is vital for me.
A lot of new information from the LHC. It is nice to get this information as soon as possible. 
A merged centralized server from CDS, Spires to have a good database of all *published* 
papers
arXiv keeping the way it is
using Google for more generic searches



A more accurate citation analysis.
A more comprehensive database. You look up an author or title in Spires and you get all the 
Physics preprints and publications (old and new) for all the major Physics fields.

In other words, you would not need to worry about missing literature in your search.  
Presently, many people do their literature search on Spires. Older literature of the 1970's, 80's 
etc. may not appear in Spires.
A more efficient discrimination of useful/quality information
A need to deal more efficiently with the loads of unneeded info on the web
A personalized interface that selects the information I like to see.
A single world database for HEP. Fulltext searching, authoring tools to allow the creation of 
documents inside the system.
a way to avoid gigabyte purblicactions, both as user (for instance, fancy multimedia, huge 
plots as f.i. mathematica contourplots, too detailed pictures) and as publisher (more help 
dealing with this problem, f.i. in reducing useless data without reducing content, a way to 
make huge data sources, when necessary, in a separate way)
a what's new feature from the web. 
Ability to find papers across multiple disciplines.
Ability to upload (and find) errata to papers, to be linked to the initial main submission.
Ability to mark papers I found interesting and would like to read in the future.

acceptable changes include submission interface, collaborative tools and search accuracy
acces to articels,preprints
Acces to more data (i.e. data points and fits) in electronic form (more data in HepData?)
access to "superarxiv" to which every professional scientist will put a short paper once per 
month; "supperarxiv" will have advanced customizable classification tools, developing what is 
available now at xstructure.inr.ac.ru
access to all published articles
Access to back files of Elsevier and Springer journals
Access to full text is essential
Access to information (data) should be much improved.
ACCESS TO JOURNAL ARTICLES FROM THE PAST THAT LIBRARIES DO NOT HAVE OR CANNOT 
AFORD TO HAVE.
Access to new data
Knowledge who are the people who did the work, out of the huge number of authors in the big 
collaboratios
access to published data
higher speed for searches
Access to some medical journals.
Access to the older papers.. say before 1985
Access to unpublished information (web pages, talks etc...)
Accessibility to all papers and much more exact results of search.
accuate full text search, better hierarchisation of the results

Acess to all journals in my area via CAPES, more precise SPIRES search, better link to journals 
from arXiv, free access to ISI or some equivalent system, also it must be more precise and 
All important journals digitised from first issue and links to the digitised
documents from search resultrs.
All information on scientific matter become on-line base and a ciber integrated human 
knowledge system/library will start to be developed.
All information should be given free access. 

The easier the routine to publish, the better.



ALL old papers (with a reasonable amount of citations) which are not in arxiv should be 
available without paying the journals (maybe scanned)
All publications should be open access
All scientific institutions like 
APS, OSA, IOP, and so on must
give at least one month of free access
of all the scientific articles they publish
to third world scientific institutions
all text available for free
Amount of material
Type of material - more multimedia content
An increasing amount of new information needs to be handled and organized in a clever way
An unified system with user friendliness, quick search and full access.
and the end of the PhD: more specific informations will be needed.
area of coverage will increase;   need for accurate citation analysis in academic decision 
making will increase.
Articles are very slow to appear so if I want to be on the frontier I need to read preprints and 
there in my opinion a lot goes toward quality rather than quantity, so it is clear that if I in 
some easy way could find out quickly which of the 20 preprints my search have given has the 
most details etc. it would be great. This will in my opinion also start to hurt google more amd 
more. The quantity is swarming the quality.

The second thing is to make user friendliness on a given web site. Often now all information 
you need is available but it is just hidden somwhere in the web of links. If one could make 
more helpful navigation tools it would of course make life a lot easier - something like the 
index of a book, i.e. again a man made quality product rather than an indexing of pages.
As a reader: much more dependence on on-line searches.
As an author: faster communications
As LHC starts, we will suddenly publish at a high rate. In addition, to let information spread 
within the collaboration, I would hope (and expect, God dammit!) that better collaboration 
databases be set up, such that one can search internal notes better and easier, follow their 
progress, use it for pointing out, who did what first (surely a need here), and for avoiding 
people doing things 10 times.
As the LHC starts producing data, there will be a greater need to reference and find previous 
as the number of paper is encreasing too fast, I think I will need a good tool to discriminate 
what is usefull from what is not
As the total number of publications per year increases, the need to optimize archive 
organization increases. It is becoming ever more difficult to keep track of what has and has 
ask me (I am a informetrician also and was a university librarian for many years, with interest 
in linking of all sorts, see for instance SFX)
Author tracking, citation tracking
authoring tools
personalization
Automatic suggestive missing references indicator for a paper, based on key word search.
Authors would then be fair in citations. Also it will help in readability of the paper.
Availability of current trends in particle physics reaserch
Better access to data.  That is, machine readable compilations of data.  This would benefit 
from standards on how the data are organized.
better access to free full text retrieval
Better access to graphics, colour, and perhaps animation.
Better access to old papers would be nice
better access to older papers



Better access to presentations such as powerpoint or other
formats that become more popular
Better access to slides from conference talks would be nice.  Also searchability by content, as 
opposed to just title/author.  Google Scholar seems to do this, but it's hard to limit returned 
results to specific field (e.g., hep-ph).
better access via web. 
Web-only based science information exchange !
Better accuracy in the searching tools ..
better analysis of relevance, particularly for articles not in my central interests.
better citation analysis, better search for full text.

Publication needs to be concentrate in one place, perfect thing would be arXiv with a 
refereeing system and no journals. All journal should go electronic, NO author page charges.
Better citation analysis, wide coverage with classification, full text access, more accurate 
search system
Better citation tools
better coordination with other information like conferences/journals. Links to at least some 
conference talks. Downloadable links to some preprints which are not available through arXiv. 
better coverage

better speed of access
better cross-referencing
Better cross-referencing
Bigger authorlists

Better databases of scanned journals, articles and internal notes. I expect to retrieve a higher 
percentage of (partly older) literature directly as fulltext on the various information systems. 
better filtering (too much info) better organizational tools
better filtering of per chance finds
for example if I want to have publications form 
Dr. Thomas Schulz I want results form
Dr. Th. Schulz but not thinks like
runners where Dr. Heitz, ... Thomas Newton,...
Gardrelius Schultz... 
in other words I want an intelligent combination of keywords 
-which is surely my fault in using google...

Better inclusion of computer programs into publications, access from mobile devices
Better information filtering due to increase in amount; more electronic-only journals; probably 
changes in the review process which due to preprints is becoming obsolite
Better noise suppression.
Better authentication.
Better results from searches

e-journals with free access to download papers.
better search capabilities
better search engines
Better search engines.
Better submission mechanisms
better subsections of current subsections, personnal lists of articles to watch. Larger figures 
and text files.



better system to search the database going beyond title

ability to publish articles with interactive features and movies

access to data in specific formats
better through linking of information.
Better user interface

better citation analysis

Options for discussion of articles

Better user interface, even easier access to full articles, citations
bibliometric tools and complete interoperability between the different systems (one single 
access to all)
Bigger impact of scientific blogs and other sorts of forums of discussion with trackbacks to 
preprints, etc.

Bigger impact of purely electronic publishing.
Books on-line is most important for me. I own many and cannot take these with me to where I 
go - know in which book to find what but cannot always find the reference i am used to 

I hope that access to published work will become easier and that  expansion of on-line 
coverege of pre 1990 research will restore wide access to some important classic 
Broader interest area, higher publication rate
cannot tell right now...
Can't think of anything specific.
Central database, more detailed Citesummary, easier submission processes. 
Centralisation and another connections.
Change in my article published in Mathematical Notes published in 2006
Change in subject area, and so need for wider range of searching.
Change of fields 
Increase in publication rate
Change of research topic. Publishing more papers.
change of research topics
changes of topics
Citation analysis should be better. I mean all the citations are not always shown in the HEP 
information systems. Another major problem for myself is that my surname 'Roy' is very 
common. Now, if I search for S. Roy then usually the HEP information system gives N.S. Roy, 
D.P. Roy, D.S. Roy, P. Roy etc. It should be more accurate. 
Classification.

Collaboration public notes (e.g. ATLAS notes, CMS notes, ...) should be indexed more 
systematically in SPIRES. This clearly requires the collaborations to submit to SPIRES the 
information in some fashion.

collection of all kinds of information, multi-language archive, including data on personal 
opinions, not only for papers.

more widely use of blog. 



Complete electronic on-line journal access.  Ways to submit papers without too much 
problems with reviewers who may have conflicts of interest.  Nevertheless, there needs to be 
some reviewing and selection of the good from the nuts.
concerning information needs: broader search possibilities a la Web of Knowledge but with a 
usable interface such as Spires. Web of Science etc are impossible to use without getting 
frustrated because of the interface, too cumbersome and slow
connectivity to other fields of science
links to data bases
creation of new research areas. 
Cross disciplinary references will probably become more
relevant.
Death of paper journals.
More "articles" available without thorough peer review.
death of traditional journals
attempt by traditional publishers to strangle scientific progress by abuse of intellectual 
property laws
significant legal and economic battles regarding publishing
depends on changes in the community, but I expect there will be
such changes
different subjects (accelerator physics instead of HEP and experiments) to be searched
Difficult to say...
difficultto anticipate! But a lot of information will be needed to orgainse class room teachings. 
Also, lot of review type articles, text book materials are needed.

Publication needs: refreeing have to be more efficient( at leasy in some jouranls, its not up to 
mark) and fast
Digitalisation of journal. 

Easier access to journal articles.l
-divide for example hep-ph in some subfields for main subjects

Don't expect many changes.
Don't expect much changes
don't know
Don't know.
don't know....but there might be some changes....
don't really know!
due to the increased ammount of information, much more accurate search and much higher 
speed would be needed, most publications will be "electronic"
Dunno.
Easier access from open internet in public spaces.
Easier access to a wider variety of "published" material (e.g. collaboration notes).

easier access to all publications
Easier access to articles that are now often restricted by the proprietary journals that publish 
them.
easier access to full text
Easier access to fulltext; finding just the abstract is really annoying.
easier access to published articles in proprietary journals
easier methodes of obtaining them
easier publication, stop paying the publishers to publish, they should pay us. 
easier use of spires and other scientific information searchers
easier, faster and more accurate search results



Easy access to full content of the papers (a dream I know), full citation analysis and global 
view of all the journals in the field.
Easy and fast access to experimental data and analysis from LHC.
Easy mobile access via communicators, pocket PC's.
Easy publishing with standard formats and tools
open access to all scientific papers a must
quick retrival of papers and background material of papers
we need to be able to use efficiently and quicklly all available information on any scientific 
subject
eg LHC experiments will require access to published/unpublished documents of former SPS 
and LEP experiments and of current Tevatron experiments
Electronic access to journals will be simplified.
Electronic access to older literature in the journals.
electronic publications will become more important
Electronic submission and free of charge the publications
enlargement to other scientific disciplines
Even faster refereeing procedures
Improved electronic archives
even more abstracts to read, I need a way to get only those I'm really interested in
Even more emphasize on form instead of content and
quality.
Ever increasing number of published papers to find and read.
everithing be online, suscriptions a lot cheaper for the journals
Everyone is getting used to have access to good quality information fast. Then we will need 
even more of that. 

I hope that expensive journals start to die, and that cheaper journals with the same structure 
of prestigious editorial board and good refereeing process become more prevalent. With them 
a free (or reasonably cheap) access to electronic papers should become the rule. They could 
also work in collaboration with the ArXives or with services like SPIRES. 
Everything easier and faster.
Everything is online, including full text search.  Articles behind paywalls must disappear.  I 
simply don't use them unless I absolutely have to.  Much better search, things like Pathway for 
Wikipedia, Journler and Yep for indexing articles, smart searches of RSS feeds to find what I 
am interested in.  More personalization - much discussion is moving to blogs, which I see via 
smart searches of RSS feeds.
Everything on-line, and free of charge.
Everything will be availabel on-line

Expansion of interests
Expect more use of open access journals
expect not to use printed journals
will need better search and linking facilities
Expect to be writing more publications.
Expect to have a VAST body of LHC data to sift through, and hope it will be clearly catagorised 
with a useable interface for fast and accurate searching.
expect to need more information about work of young people (thesis etc)
fast downloads of papers. Search history saved for me. better statistics of the search.
I expect tto be able to find citations of HEP papers by paers in other fields. As I wrote above: 
For example: if a paper in theoretical high energy physics is cited by authors in condensed 
matter physics it will not appear on Spires but will appear on Google Scholer
fast, friendly interface for information and submission



Faster access to much more data, advance in quality of data (especially multimedia contents), 
extended citation analysis
faster access to papers, more links to similar topics in other fields
Faster but more difficult to judge the quality (if you are not a specilaist yourself). That is why I 
have tendency to go back to peer reviewed journals. Searching with e.g. Google oftne gives a 
large number of hits but it is very difficult to judge the reliability and quality of the material 
Faster publication processes.
faster publication, open access
Faster refereeing; more online publications from traditional journals; multimedia resources 
with refereeing.
few
fewer publications
Filter through more information - I expect a lot of papers to flow out of the LHC experiments.
Find more "talks" non-published stuff somewhere on the net.
I had already trouble citing a "homepage" of which I luckily PRINTED out thewhat I needed. 
but then it "diapeared" behind
a firewall or something.
find video of conferences/talks
First of all, the amount of information. This needs new software to store, retrieve, and 
maintain the information in databases. Maybe, some new search algorithms will come out. 
for information needs, I expect to need a better way to classify, annotate, and remark on 
papers.

for publication needs, I expect to need a better means to submit papers whereby they are 
indexed in equations, etc (that is, perhaps a standard parsable format) so that errors are not 
for information needs, I would like a full text access to most of the articles.
For information, I will need more general information,
not only in HEP;

For publication, I would love to see improvements concerning
democraticy, in particular for the referee system. 
For university and lecture purposes I would need more basic information; here also important 
original literature (e.g. Einsteins paper from 1905) should be accessible (in literature one can 
get access already to some important stories in full text e.g. from Orwell in the original).
There are also very important text books, e.g. the lectures from Sommerfeld (where the 
copyright shouldn't be a problem anymore),
which should be available in German and in English translation.
In general, I expect a system which allows better to distinguish between 'junk' and real 
modern knowledge ('real information')
free access
Free access to all kind of scientific publications...
Free access to old publications, not available now
Free access to scientific literature;  intelligent and
automatic indexing, more accurate citation of the
scientific literature.
Free access with serious refereeing, in the way of JHEP or APS publications and JCAP, just the 
contrary of Elsevier. I still believe that a few places per countries where all these publications 
can be found in books would be highly desirable (only internet publications is not enough). 
JHEP and JCAP should print a few copies of their publications and send them to a few places 
free full text availability for all published papers
(older than 1992!!) 
Free of charge access to any publication in my field. Online access to publications that are 
currently not available in this form. 



Free publication and in unique way.
Free submission without obstacles.
Full access to full texts.
full digital
Full text access
Full text access to all journals and easy to use interfaces  to look for articles. A deeper 
classification of authors where everybody appears would also be useful. 
Fuller coverage, less misses
Further friendliness
Good serch systems.
Google will be the dominant information system for
interdisciplinary work. At present Spires, CDS and arXiv are
too strongly linked to the HEP community.
Greater volume of material to evaluate.
Hard to say for information needs, but perhaps a bit more of inter-disciplinary 
(HEP-cosmology) stuff.

Publication needs, depends on how the journal formats alter. (e.g. open access, 
cheaper electronic journals, etc.) 
Heavier research needs, heavier want of information regarding physics etc...
Higher demands on accuracy and speed in finding information. Quicker publication procedures.
Honestly, I don't know what to expect to change in 5 years time.

hopefully elsevier will go bust
Hopefully I'll be publishing more!
Hopefully journals will start having better submission interfaces (like just giving the arXiv 
number, e.g. JHEP). Just to pick on someone: the current Nucl Phys B submission interface is 
very inefficient. After multiple tries last time I used it (the 'arXiv-number' option not working 
for some reason related to using multiple LaTeX files), a proof editor finally asked me to 
Hopefully, I'll publish a few more papers!  But publishing a single paper is such an ordeal 
(godparenting and internal review) that a few hours of struggling with the publication system 
don't add a lot.
Hypertext articles with periodic updates.
Colaborative tools for multi-author articles.
I am a graduate student, and am still learning a lot of things. As my knowledge base grows, 
so will my need to access research of a broader base. 
I am assuming things remain pretty much the same. There is a general problem that too 
many papers of little value appear, and one has to filter things pretty strongly. This, however, 
is a result of academic performance metrics which easily measure quantity, combined with the 
ease that word-processing has leant to the physical production of manuscripts.
I am going to retire one day
I am goint to retire!

(see you around, pals)
I am not sure what the questions are.
I am planning some new directions in my the research on HEP, that may requires new 
informations in several topics of HEP.
I am retired, and progressively less active.
I am retiring - that answers for the change of publication needs



I believe the system is now quite efficient. I would like to have however full access to publish 
documents which is not always the case. 

With respect to publication needs, I believe the refereeing process is slow, unfair and 
inneficient. But I do not know how to change it. Refereeing is though necessary.
I cannot dwell very far in my future at the moment which make this question difficult.
I do expect an increase of speed to find what I want.
I do expect that with the LHC turning on, there will be a great many more papers appearing. 
It may become more important for me to filter papers based on subject since there may be 
too many papers to keep track of.
I do expect there will be changes, but I have no idea what.
I do not expect any essential changes
I do not know. I find the system of www.arxiv.org or SLAC very convenient and I think that 
they play an important role in modern science. We have access to many investigations that 
before were not so available. I just hope to find there older articles, such as those of the 70´s 
and also extend it to publications in mathematics. It would be very nice to find Yau, 
Donaldson, Joyce, Connes original papers scanned.
I don't expect so many changes, because I'm a theoretician that usually don't publish articles 
with lots of graphics,  nor computer simulations nor multimedia content.
I don't foresee any very significant changes.
I don't know
I don't know
I don't know, but if the past is any indication...
I don't know...
I don't really expect any.
I don't really know.
I don't understand question 9a
I expect (and wish) a reduction of the quantity of the scientific information and 
and an increase of its quality
I expect a better integration of resources based on the web -- e.g. links to authors' webpages, 
conference presentations, discussion fori.
I expect a better organization of the information, less (or any) not-full-accesible papers, 
centralization of all science papers (at least physics and/or maths) in a single database
I expect a better quality of publications an more facilities in finding relevant papers. 
I expect a better way to understand if my ideas are new or not. 
Also I expect to retreive quickly everything has already been done on a subject: in this respect 
the clessification of old work is critical. The proceedings and notes of 30 years ago are not 
fully integrated in internet systems, and so there is always the risk that you make a work, and 
then somebody tells you... ah, in the 50s in Novosibirsk X, and Y, have already studied the 
same subject. 
I expect a lot of data and analyses to come from the LHC experiments. 
I expect a rapidly decreasing importance of journals because more and more explicit examples 
will 
show that the commercialization of publishing and the (mostly politically motivated) 
interference of anonymous referees have a delaying effect on the general acceptance of 
important results (see Perelman's preprints for example).  I expect that the community will 
free itself of these artificial and outdated concepts. The community as a whole will decide 
I expect an increasing emphasis on online publication.  This increased access will also result in 
more garbage being available for my reading displeasure.  I would like to be able to find 
information that doesn't waste my time.
I expect arXiv to change back to the older identifier system. As I said, I cannot stand the 
stupid system right now. It looks junky, some people may stop publishing there.



I expect easy electronic access to new HEP article in all journals or proceedings.
I also expect that more old (which? subjective of course) articles are made
available electronically. 
I expect I will move from being a grad student mostly reading papers, to being a primary 
researcher who writes and publishes much more. I will worry much more about citations.
I expect I will need to access a larger amount of information 
I expect improve the cites informaions
I expect increases for both.
I expect information to be found faster and more accurate and more exhaustive and in all 
world languages (with online translation into english)
I expect interdisciplinarity to become an important issue. There are tools developed in some 
areas that are clearly of relevance in different contexts and fields. In this sense, access to 
relevant information will be important for researchers to get what they need in an fast and 
I expect it to be easier to gain access to pre-arxiv material.
I expect lots more publications to appear for LHC
I expect more availability of published articles in physics journals that are not available yeat as 
a preprint or in any electronic form, hopefully in digital form that allows analysis of 
information.

I also hope that they will be accessible at more affordable prices than the ones charged by 
some main stream journals.

I expect morwe journals to be issued in an electronic form and a better access to full texts
I expect my information needs will not greatly change
I expect no substantial changes. 
I expect often using mobile devices to access information. I may also prefer automatic 
processing and creation of latex/bibtex refernce lists (similar to the system that Spires already 
I expect peer review to go online and most scientific work/publication in the public domain.  I 
also expect much more multimedia presentations, with video presentations of the 
experimental setup and data collection, even details of the experiment's construction, etc.  
And I fully expect the authors' supporting data, software, and analysis path to be addunda 
I expect preprints to keep increasing their already predominant role over peer reviewed 
I expect publication to be more and more online.

I expect publications will become open access.  
I expect recommendation/star rating beginning to appear on articles
(rather like books on amazon)
I expect technological advances to surprise me by all the ways they help me work more 
efficiently.   This survey has stimulated my interest in collaboration tools, which up to this 
point seem to be only used by people who like wasting time playing with technology.  It would 
be great to see them become attractive as a way to acutally increase efficiency.

I expect that a better classification into sub-filds and under keywords will become increasingly 
important due to the already large and still increasing number of publications. Already now its 
hard to find what one is looking for without knowing at least a name or a keyword. 
I expect that almost all publishing will be purely on the internet. 
I expect that experiments will "publish" ancillary material in conjunction with published 
papers.  For example, one may "publish" correlated error matrices from a fit with many 
parameters, or one may "publish" the number of entries in each bin of a Dalitz plot, along with 
the "acceptance" in that bin so that others may either re-fit the published data or combine it 
with similar data from another experiment.  People have also talked abot "publishing" 
(unrefereed) talks given in conjucntion with refereed papers.



I expect that I'll have to publish more, if I'm to get a permanent position.  This may make me 
more concerned with the submission process.  

Also, I can read only so fast, and it is another matter of understanding what I read.  Hence, I 
think that the system that orders and then displays the information the best will be the one I 
use in the future.  The bottleneck associated with my brain is the biggest problem you face, 
not getting heaps of information into my computer.  Therefore, organization of the material 
into reasonable sizes will help the most (like taking high energy theory and subdividing it 
might be a good idea at this point).  
I expect that info gets more diversed and will increase. Don't know how will I cope with that in 
afuture.

I expect that publication needs/chage will remain somewhat steadily the same - it's already 
pretty much simple and straightforward
I expect that new formats for publication of scientifc results will appear soon.  In particular 
dynamical presentations of
results.
I expect that paper journal will slowly disappear and that free-access publishing of preprints, 
as is the case in HEP will extend to a broad part of sciences.
I expect that there will be a possibility to access all volumes of the journals which were 
I expect that we will gain a lot more experience with collaborative tools.  Right now there are 
lots of tools but we have not yet learned to use them in ways that are productive.  For 
example separate groups of people develop their own keyword rules, making it harder for 
groups to interact. We develop use patterns that work when the total amount of information is 
small, then the use patterns do not scale.  I hope that we will learn to use the tools in ways 
that scale.  We had a good experience with this on BTeV, but the group was small, O(100) 
I expect the amount of information will be very large.
I expect the existing "tools" to become more standardised, not much more actually... Maybe 
user friendlier  eprint submission interfaces.
I expect the need for fast access, easier search interfaces, unrestricted access to publications!
I expect to be able to access to older papers.
I expect to be publishing alot more after I finish my PhD.
I expect to be publishing more, and would like to see more comprehensive searches for 
existing research, particularly in learning what other people have already done in research 
area which I have less familiarity with.
I expect to get a unified database interface with direct access to full text of papers (including 
old ones) and books. Access should not be limited by copyright considerations, and any 
necessary payments should be part of a library subscription.

I expect to be able to submit papers with less hassle using some standardized markup format 
(presumably XML based) not only for text and equations but also figures and tables. From my 
(user) point of view I should just be building a single file using my preferred tools (LaTeX, 
some useful graphics package yet to be found, etc.) and submitting that, rather than having to 
fuss with separate files for figures, source text, etc.
I expect to get needed articles on-line more easily.
I expect to have an easier way of discovering information which existence I am not aware of 
I expect to have more online access to published articles before 1990.
I expect to need a faster and less time consuming peer review process.  JHEP has reasonably 
fast turn around, but bottlenecks can be lengthy.  
I expect to need to make more publication and technical queries in the coming years and I'll of 
course want an accurate and fast tool to do that.  Accuracy is much more important to me 
though than having to wait an extra couple of second (not minutes though!)
I expect to publish more



I expect to require more detailed, accurate information much faster and more easily.  More, I 
expect to be able to publish through an easy to use, streamlined process that doesn't require 
dozens of steps.
I expect to see more free online access to the refereed journals.
I expect to start seriously publishing in the next few years.
I expect to use a lot more frequently the mentionned tools to produce my thesis and also to 
publish paper on my current work.
I expect web journals with referees, and full access to all 
scientific texts, free for researchers (I am willing to pay the
royalties to the authors, but not to the publishing houses!).
I hope the high-energy community can beat google to the 
creation of a truly free library of knowledge. I have contributed
probably 200 reviews for journals, and never got a penny from them. But I do not have free 
internet acess to some of MY papers. This has to stop. I hope Europe gets its act together, and 
can stop the pornographic fees of some publishing houses.
I expecte to need more and more information, as the new experiments will take data. And (I 
hope) I will have more publications to handle.... Moreover, probably multimedia products will 
be required more than now...
I fear that nonspecialists might take over and turn it more
time consuming to obtain the information which I want.

I find that the current system works rather (up to bugs). It may become necessary to further 
specialise some arXiv groupings as they become too big (astro-ph is a good example).

Probably all journals should eventually go on-line with paper versions only on request. 
i foresee that i'll have to spend more and more time searching for information, papers, etc, on 
the web of course.
so ,  improved tools will help  my work on a daily basis.
I guess I expect to find more and more books online
I have no idea what will happen with publication (open access, role of journals, refereeing), 
but I would be surprised if there were not significant changes
I have no idea.  That there will be some change is simply an extrapolation from the past five 
I have not thought about this.
I haven't a clue.
I hope for changes in what is available.

It would be nice to combine the advantages of Google and arxiv into a single system, most 
likely under Google.

It would also be nice if other fields -- some related, some less so -- could generate similar 
integration and access to full text. It is incredibly frustrating to deal with fields where they 
want to charge $40 per click on full text. 
I hope I will need to keep less paper around; that means that ideally I like to have a system 
that ties together a catalogue of my local (desktop/laptop) resources, my local institution's 
resources, preprints and other scientific resources worldwide, plus the unwashed rest of the 
world wide web. 
I hope more fphysics fields will develop a system corresponding to spires, for example 
condensed matter.
I hope most of the scientific information can be downloaded freely.
I hope that my publication rate will increase...
I hope the system will be more friendly.



I hope to be able to find by subject in a more efficient way, in particular the combination of 
search by author an subject is very important, and in my experience it does not work well.

As for publication needs perhaps the impact of our papers could improve if the search is 
improved in the way indicated above.
I m not sure about which specific needs I will have.
I mainly expect changes due to changes in my professional environment and the scientific 
direction of my publications.
I mainly expect increasing tendency to open access to information and publication.

I hope profit-oriented publishers (like Elsevier) will finally have to join this tendency or 
I may need to publish a good number of articles.
I may stop using all these services (due to retirement)!
I might need more access to old HEP papers (~ 1970's)
I need more links to tools. Information is going to increase maddeningly once
LHC starts. I need more precise search tools which can pinpoint me to more
deeper specializations. 
I noticed that some web resources like Wikipedia and MathWorld are beginning to become 
more and more useful for researchers. I used to look for introductory articles on SPIRES but 
now I start to search for them on Google. I expect Google to be more and more useful for 
I own no crystal ball
I personally consider the current publication and information retrieval systems to be quite 
adequate for my work. This may be connected to me being a theorist. For experiments, the 
publication of large amounts of (more or less raw) data may be envisioned. 
One possibility for theorists: publication of computer codes via central services; these are now 
mostly only available from the authors' home pages, and/or from some special-purpose pages.
I question whether there will be any point of submitting to traditional
journals in 5-10 years time.

I hope that I will never need to deal with Elsevier/Science Direct again.
I really cannot reasonably guess
I rely almost entirely on search engines to locate articles and presentations on topics related 
to my research already. This will not change too much in the future - though perhaps 
performance and the sophistication of the queries may be issues for concern.
I see drawbacks in all systems. Any of them does not give you possibility, for example, even to 
find your own works (and citations on these works). If it is not related with HEP, it could be 
missed in SPIRES. If it is related with nuclear physics but is more technical, it will not be 
included in NSR. Arxiv gives you your works but only those published as eprints. ISI gives you 
systematically all articles in journals but works in conf. proc., preprints, books, etc. will be 
missed. And ISI gives you information only for money - this is a big drawback especially if you 
work in Ukraine, as me. Evidently for these reasons you will not find all citations on your 
works in any of these system. So, what I want it is to have good system which will be able to 
give me full list of my publications and citations on all my works. If it will be able to do this, it 
will be able to give me all other information (for other authors, on other subjects, etc.)
I should enter to arXiv
I suppose that often authors want to publish additional material (supplementing their papers) 
on web pages. It might be advantageous to create a database of such contributions.
I suppose this is asking about whether we
will be continuing in the same subject area?
Let us hope there will be major breakthroughs
which alter the way we look at HEP.



I suspect that more publishing will be done online. There may be less peer review, so it may 
be more difficult to evaluate papers
I think I will need a much more powerful and specific tool to search for the right papers in a 
maze of less relevant ones.
I will probably also be engaged more actively than I am now in writing papers.
I think interdisciplinarity will be very important. It would be great if one could have easily an 
idea of the mayor trends in a different field of research (say from hep-th to cond-mat).
I think it is nice. 
I think that my publication needs could increase in the next five years
I think that publishing a paper will become less and less important and the number a paper is 
actually cited will become more and more important.
I think that there will be too much information and then some system control
will have to be developed.
I want the information pre-selected according to my interests. I would like to have the most 
relevant articles from arxiv and interesting journals daily on my homepage, with the browser 
notifying me of especially relevant papers.

I don't want to scroll through 30+ paper daily of which maybe 1 or 2 are relevant to me.
I wiill hopefully start to publish more articles! This requires more reference information.
I will be much more tuned to physics results as they emerge when LHC starts up.
I will certainly need precise information and distributed data on experimental results at the 
LHC.

I will expect to be searching for and publishing more articles.
I will need immediate access to critical information.
I will need information about papers in other reviews that I don't use currently. I will submit 
also publications in these reviews. May field research will be not only physics, but also 
mathematics and perhaps chemistry. So I think it will be very important for me a 
I will probably need about the same amount of information as now, and right now it is 
accesible enough.
I will retire soon
I will start publishing and I will need some more information than now.
I would expect access to online books, talks, and scientific blogs to become more important. 
I would expect to be able to share in an easy way my publications and internal notes with 
people of my collaboration and, analogously, to access my collaborators publication in an easy 
I would hope that it becomes much easier to find high quality with large depth 
I would hope that technology allowed for closer connections between the different tools (arXiv 
for most current preprints, SPIRES for bibliographical info, google for full-text searches and 
book access), possibly including smarter searches (including mathematical formulae, related 
expressions, etc.).
I would like a peer reviewed system to come out from a not for profit organisation and i think 
that there needs to be more than one.  Ideally I would like it to be run without any middle 
I would like the arxiv.org to be
1) to be without trackbacks;
2) to have each citation and download (acrossthe globe) to be reflected in order of their arrival
3) to improve the quality of "co-cited" and "similar articles" references (this is not a task for a 
computer programmer)
I would like to be able to find talk with the same convenience and thoroughness that I have 
now when finding articles on SPIRES or arXiv.
I would like to get access to fully digitized versions of all literature (including books), with an 
appropriate search engine.
I would like to get all the articles on-line (also the old ones) with good quality
I would like to have an easier access to online magazines and papers



I would like to have electronic journals at a cheeper cost, possibly for free. JHEP is a good 
example of that. In this respect, the arXiv plays a fundamental role.
I would like to retrieve more sophisticated results via a programmable interface.  For example, 
say I am reading a paper that lists n articles (no titles) for reference 1.  I want to know what 
is in those n articles.  Therefore I want at least titles and preferably abstracts.  It should be 
possible to retrieve the abstracts en masse for that reference as a batch with one click.  I 
realize one can often page through the reference list in SPIRES or click on each reference 
manually in the PDF, but it would be nice to be able to retrieve the entire batch at once.  This 
could be done if there was a more sophisticated interface to SPIRES, even if it had to be 
accessed programatically or from an advanced page.
I would like to see a new arxiv managed by regular scientists according to clear rules, 
combined with a super SPIRES with an even better interface
I would say a little bit philosophical.
The time constant as for now would change from weeks and months, perhaps to weeks and 
I'd like more flexibility in submission formats, e.g., pdflatex should work, and jpegs, pngs, and 
pdfs should be ok. Some people are going to want storage for ancilliary material, such as 
Mathematica worksheets.
I'd like to believe that in the future more information is accessible to people working in various 
fields without restriction.
I'd like to see more and more free access to published material especially scientific material
I'll be graduating from my Ph.D. program and starting a postdoc position in the next year.  As 
the scope of my research broadens and I am more independent, a working knowledge of the 
current (and past) literature will be more important, and I expect to be a primary author on a 
I'll need better tools for information retrieval and automatic intelligent filtering based on 
content and my previous interests
I'll need more and better access to ILC collaborative documentation and materials
I'll probably be looking for the same information for the most part, but will publish more.
I'll probably be publishing more in a collaboration context in 5 years time than I am now. I 
think that publication and archiving of analysis code is important and I would be interested in 
doing so if there was a community mechanism for doing it.
I'm a PhD student and I have just started to work in the field. So I haven't published a lot. But 
in the next years I (hopefully) will and so I will use the services not only to find articles but 
also to publish them. 
I'm just finishing my PhD, and have only three published papers. I'll start publishing at a far 
greater rate after my defence. However I don't expect to great a change in my academic 
interests in the near future.
I'm not certain
I'm retired! And therefore expect to wind slowly down....
Improvement in citation analysis and every thing from a single portal.
In five years, I don't know.
In HEP, larger collaborations - texts editing tools - collaboration inputs - will all need to be 
handled electronically.
In information: reliable sources of information are becoming ever harder to find. arXive & 
SPIRES are as reliable as it's possible, so if we keep up the security level, it should remain 
reliable tool & service to the entire HEP community.
In my current plans I don't intend to be in academia, so I won't be publishing but I may still 
occasionally want HEP information.
In my opinion, multimedia infos are currently of limited use but I expect that in the near 
future the situation will change.
Moreover interdisciplinary could make the need for accessing papers outside the HEP domain 
an important issue.

In next year I expect that more full-text article will be on the net.  



In past, people from big institutions benefitted from being among crowds of academics, from 
seminars and everyday chats. I expect things like blogs will facilitate people to communicate 
informally between geographically remote places.
In the future I expect to increase the amount and quallity of my research work, and for that I 
need to have faster access to information of increasing quality.
In the last years communication has become much more rapid, 
this trend will continue.
In the same way as RSS, to be able to track certain keywords and have, right at my computer, 
the abstracts and full text of related preprints and articles.
   
Be able to publish and modify the article online, and receive any comment in the same way 
(almost like a blog)
In view of the LHC strartup, I expect to submitt quite a lot of publications in physics (as 
opposed to instrumentation). 
including the field outside hep, access into figure for articles which  are published before 1992.
Inclusion of neclear party resources
Inclusion of neclear party resources
Increase
Increase in content with start-up of physics at LHC.
increase in volume
Increase of need of free publications (i.e. avoiding expensive journals); increase of need for a 
system that covers in depth all fields related to astropraticle physics; need for a system offers 
free (?) peer reviewing and indicates clearly which papers have gone through such a reviewing 
system; increased information management services (linking related documents, etc.).

Increase speed. More talks of conferences available.

Increased access to raw/numeric data
Increased availability of review and textbooks in electronic format about the state-of-the-art in 
CERN engineering subjects. I am personally interested in material science, nuclear 
engineering, applied thermal engineering. The hardcopy offer is limited and often out-of-date 
Increased use of electronic resources
Increasing information services you have to pay for.
Increasing reliance upon full-text searches and tracking of paper updates (e.g., arXiv 
replacements and preprint/publication differences)
Inevitably subscriptions to journals will be cut more than now, and eventually we will have 
very little traditional coverage. I will have to rely ever more heavily on systems like the arxiv 
Inexpensive journals like JHEP will and should grow.  They will and should be incorporated to 
database systems.  The version info may be useful to have in a database.  For example, arXiv 
articles may be newer or older than the articles in journals.  Files like Mathematica notebooks 
and packages will be useful to list.  
Info: access to everything online.
Pub: just hope to publish more!
information
information
information accessibility
information needs
Information needs - a much greater requirement to collaborate over the internet. Need to 
develop version management and workflow tools to collaborate on writing papers

Publication needs - I don't see much of a change here, PDF distributed over electronic journals 
seems mostly adequate



Information needs will change as publication norms change.
Publication presumably will move ever more from printed journals. "Free-access" will grow. 
Papers with enormous author lists (as in experimental high energy physics) will have to be 
Information needs will increase inside the LHC collaboration.

Information needs: access to videos/DVD of seminars at conferences.

Publication needs: publication on paper should be fully replaced by electronic publication only.
information needs: departmental archiving
publication needs: scientific publications freely available 
Information needs: link to all the material related to the search (conference slides, theses, 
public notes, manuals) and not only published articles or preprints.

Publication needs: Publication of some experimental data related to the articles
(for future fits by other people, new theories) --> mulltimedia contents?  
information needs: lots of scientific material is more and more stored online, a reliable, 
cutomizable search engine is mandatory
publication needs: will need easy access to online repositories for publications
information needs: more on recent publications

Information needs: My main need is for stability.  ArXiv's switch to a new identifier was a pain, 
and I hope they don't do it again.

Publication needs: I am satisfied with the current system.  Again, stability is crucial.
Information needs: transition to paper-less office with almost all articles read on screen in 
electronic form, increasing importance of good review aricles on different subjects; Tables for 
plots with important measurements should be available via web link;
Publication needs: shift to astroparticle physics, cosmology, interdisciplinary publications
information needs:
to keep an history of recent searches on an item

publication needs:
a strong referees' analysis for each paper to be published  
information on a slightly broader range of topics, more frequent publications
Information on who approved what for publication. Availability of the source of multimedia 
Information overload.  Need more powerful tools to find what is relevant in all the junk. ArXiv 
and spires are very important here.

Information:  Its exponential increase will require improved search algorithms.

Publication:  Traditiional journals and books will become even more irrelevant as they are 
replaced with electronic libraries.
Information: ability to search large databases such as the Virtual Observatory

Publication needs: ability to publish visualizations and to archive large data sets.
information: even better retrieval gacilities
publication: more and more e-journals
Information: full text search capabilities
Publication: more online journal publications
information: general index a la Google
publication: quality filtering
information: I need even faster, easier search 
publication: maybe something like an integrated preprints/journal system is possible?



Information: interdisciplinary correlation of information
Publication: access to wider range of full text publications/e-prints subjects
Information: perhaps additional information that is not traditionally in a paper?  Not sue, but it 
is possible. E.g. software.

Integration of systems.
intelligent centext analysis
Interactive forms of scientific work and collaboration in the virtual space
Interdisciplinary cross references, increase of publications in biophysics in the sense of physics-
based approaches to biological systems
Internet has too much information.  It is important to have tools to filter the most relevant 
information from the rest.
Isn't there a law that whatever change is least expected is the change that will occur?  If 
you're going to force me to make a prediction, I would anticipate that blogging will become 
extremely important as an alternative to publication and as an increased collaboration tool.  
Open source real-time research, in some sense.

Now ask me how many physics blogs I read...(0)
It  would be glorious to have a unique access point for ALL HEP information, with easy-to-use 
access and search tools.
Access to full text is essential and search possibilities within the body of the text (e.g. an 
approximately quoted text string).
It is difficult to predict what it will occurs.
It is hard to foresee, but things are changing fast. Certainly more need in connectivity of 
information and speed.
it will be both more possible and more important to attend to talks in remote, and to search 
for them on the internet.
It will be possible as I further in my career that I could produce publications on my own rather 
than part of a collaboration. It is also possible that in the near future changing to a different 
subfield in physics is possible as well and possibly out of the domain of spires and arXiv.
It won't change so much.  If all the conference slides and videos are gathered in a single, 
permanent place that would be fantastic. 

For phenomenology CERN is doing this, but for string theory people have not started it. I wish 
arXiv.org has a video/slides section.  If an entry in arXiv or SPIRES can be tagged with links to 
the conference slides it would be great.
It would be extremely useful that papers become available
(preprints and published ones) from any web search system.
It would be good if meeting agendas could link to calendars could 
I've only submitted one paper yet, and I expect to publish some more in the future. Therefore, 
I suppose I will have needs which I dont have now. no idea what kind of.
journal publication charges to
authors (bad in my opinion).
swamped by too many papers, many
relatively worthless.
Journals may expand the range of "non-Standard-Model" papers on improvements, which are 
really needed,
Just an increase in use of computer based searches
just bring back the old arxiv identifier and leave the working stuff as is.
just general improvements as allowed by more refined technology



Keeping track of the complete reserach profile along with a bit of personal profile of a 
researcher. I shall appreciate, if it's possible to know an author or otherwise about the number 
of times the title, abstract and the full text are veiwed. I hope HEP would link to other 
important arXives to  make it complete.
large Improvement in completeness of citation coverage: 
in my case, Spires misses some 20% of citations to my papers
larger coverage
Larger coverage of data bases
less journals and more e-publications
Less paper, easier access, less formality in formatting and preparation (automation), easier 
searching, fewer distinct sources of information.  
Less restrictions due to publication business : why do we still allow big editors to make money 
on our work with allmost no add value.  Their service is null and useless. Long life to the free 
and open electronic publication.  
LHC era would likely to bring lots of new results... hence more publications/information flow 
can be forseen
LHC is coming I expect a big increase in material  I am interested in
LHC publications
LHC starts - hopefully the field will develop rapidly. Need to access latest info quickly. And 
hopefully will publish more.
LHC will start up and the collaboration size will increase. It will be important to find ways to 
effectively share information about work in the collaboration in order to avoid duplicating 
work. Technical notes of the experiments will become very important. It is also very important 
that the currently running experiments (CDF, D0, H1, ZEUS, etc..) make their internal notes 
public such that LHC experiments gain from this pool of knowledge. 
Libraries are cutting down on journal subscriptions and so I expect to rely more on access to 
full-text preprints for articles published in journals for which I may no longer have access.
like open sources software, published works would be freely available to practicing scientist.
loss of importance of journals
Lots of things will be published only electronically.
Make the file compression automatically and change the
file size limit larger, or receive pdf files for uploading.
mandatory open-access publication
electronic citation-index, bound to the DOI
electronic reader feedback on scientific publications, complementing pre-publication peer 
review
More tools for retrieval of links between different publications (authors, conferences, topics, 
Many improvements to have faster, more precise and more complete access to the information 
I need.

Maybe, the following:

To improve in systems a region of literature for study (books, reviews) in HEP topic (from a lot 
of papers to find and select classical textbooks, with clear and full content; one can classify 
them by one mark). I suppose, that it can be a principal point which increases future 
researches.

To improve multimedia tools.

Migration to other subfields, collaboration transformation.
more access  to the full texts 
better submission interface



More access to articles
A lot more E-article available for browsing only
Checking of data to article graphs etc.
more access to bio and condensed matter related work
more access to full text for book chapters and articles in books

more peer review and evaluation on preprints and electronic articles
More access to full texts, easier submission and better search accuracy.
More access to old paper like APS (e.g. Nuclear Physics B, Physcs Letters B,..) did at a 
reasonable price or free like the successful project related to communication in Math Phys. 
More access to online journals.

more accessibility to old papers

abolish all copyrights to published journal papers
More accurate and flexible searching system, automated notifing systems following 
personalized filtering rules etc 
More accurate searches, databases covering wider areas of physics.
more articles
more articles are available on web, I mean from more journals. Year based search cen be 
found also. 
More articles available electronically
More broder search base
More centralization - information more selective and accurate
More collaboration between librarians and researchers to reach
a better work
More comprehensive data storage and more user friendly interfaces to find information. 
More data need to be exchanged after the beam
More database with subjects related to research applied or integrated between sciences. 
example: Medicine-Physics
More demanding needs for access to articles of interest, expected increase in the need for 
publication
More direct possibilties for submission.
More electronic and possibly an accelerated move to almost everything electronic.

I hope that electronic access does not significantly favor the bigger, the established, the 
more electronic journal articles
More electronic journals (paper ones giving up paper), improved refereeing system
More electronic journals. More availability of content. 
More electronic publication
more electronic publication with good referee system.
Use of a format which preserve the source files (text and figures)
More free online (peer-review) publication journals.
More frequent searches, more detailed searches, quick access to published articles.

More friendly interface (not requiring HELP before using, as on SPIRES), free access to all 
articles, more full depth of coverage
More hyperlinked content, more metadata attached to documents for reference
more info on older articles,
free access to full texts not published in the arXiv
More information and less time to read and absorb it.
more information downloaded per client 



More information input from other fields
More publications in journals with a broader reach.
more information, improved search is needed
More information. More multi-author publications where knowledge of the names of individuals 
in a collaboration does not readily lead to a single paper.
More input from LHC results
More integrated access to conference/workshop material like talks and proceedings, also 
school proceedings and possibly lectures.
More streamlined databasing of experimental results and software tools.

More integration between different services

more interactive
more interactive interfaces

a unifor way of submitting papers to the journals
More inter-disciplinary information and somewhere to publish research which does not fit in 
current pigeon holes
More interdisciplinary information.
More 'internal' notes / theses with the upcoming LHC

More internet journals, articles that you manipulate some figures (like java applications).
More multimedia content
more multimedia content
massive data

More multimedia, animations...
More need for access to full text articles about a broad topic/keyword.
More on thesis
Access to journal publications 
More on-line access both to old literature and to books.
more online access to all publications, including textbooks
more online accessible information
more online journals runned by the community
more truely online journals (like "Living reviews")
More online only and open access journals.
More online publication
more online publication
more online standardization, more multi media
MORE OPEB ACESS SYSTEMS
more open access
more open access
availability of older documents on the web
general improvements in accessibility
more open-access journals
More open-source publication.

The need to better searches through the ever-growing mass of documents.
More papers nad therefore need for better search and selection tools
More papers scanned.
More personalisation of the interface.
More physics sub-communities using on line databases.
More powerful search engines.



More precisions and informations.
Fast publications
more on line journals
More publications (data is coming ;-) )
Information needs : well, I've ticked before reading what follows, in which I found very good 
ideas. I'd probably switch my choice from 2 to 4.
More publications and information on more articles in less time.
more publications becoming internet based only.
More publications, less availability of information sources that I am using presently.
More publicly available journals.
More publishing.
More purely electronic journals, but also less depth
More purely electronic journals.
More purely electronic journals.
Publication of accepted papers faster.
Citation analysis more systematic.
More rapid access to publications from LHC.
More refined classification of subjects.
More reliance on preprints and open source. 
More review papers I expect to write.
More searches for articles
More semi-moderated peer-reviewing outside of the journaling process.
More specific criteria in the search.
Search for pictures.
more specific searches in an ever-broadening field.
More speed and more accurate searches.
More stuff to learn about?
More time available for publishing research work.
More user-friendly interface. Google-like search engines interfaced with HEP databases.
More/all journals online
move away from printed journals
Move to fully online, refereed jounals
move to totally electronic publishing
Movement from web interfaces to archive clients and open archive formats that allow users to 
build up organized libraries on their own devices, allowing individual organization, personal 
ratings, bookmarks and annotations. 

For an example, http://mekentosj.com/papers/ for OSX allows the user to directly access the 
NIH PubMed database, categorize, search based on subject criteria directly in the client, store 
searches and results for offline reading and organization, and leverages OSX's ability to search 
the whole text in a PDF or other document for words and phrases instantly. This is the way 
things will go if standardization of database and citation backends becomes a reality.

A good client will always beat a good web interface for such a demanding organizational task. 
Personalizing a Web client is unwieldy, in my opinion - having the personalization on my laptop 
is preferable.

A client also allows (within reason) the integration of several database backends, making 
centralization of information to one portal a much more feasible endeavour.
MSc -> PhD
(Will surely entail changes in info in/out)
Much more extensive use of searches



much more information available
one needs faster systems

more links to other information systems
Much more internationalization.
my collaboration needs is getting higher
My collaboration will move from preparing an experiment to actually analyzing data and 
publishing results.
My group is growing and its needs for original papers from over two decades woul d 
dramatically increase.  We would also like Nature, Science, and PRL like publications but 
without the arrogance of its editors and referees. 
My publication efforts fluctuate inversely to other responsibilities.  I expect to be doing more 
writing, therefor more querying for references.
My work will become even more interdisciplinary.
NA
Narrower range of experiments with interesting data
need access to broader range of topics covering more disciplines

have to learn other database sources
Need accessibility from remote devices
need complete access to all papers ever written.
need for classification of growing amount of information
positive refereeing may be
need for multimedia files of talks, conferences, lectures
Need more accurate search in the full text of an article.
Need more multidisciplinary access.
-Need to access full text more
-Need to have more user friendly submission 
-Need to have a support for extra latex packages
-More detailed citation analysis, new parameters etc...
Need to get get scientific information free of charge
I think it is not correct that we they scientists produce the knowledge, typeset our papers, 
referee them etc. and after doing all the work we also pay to have them published and to read 
them in the end.
I am very glad that this is changing not that we have realized that something like the arXive 
works.
The reason we still publish is actually just our funding agencies for whom of course preprints 
Need to have better access to data, formulae and other scientific results in easily portable 
need to included multimedia, raw data, computer programs, ...
Need to publish more papers.
Need to search a much bigger literature.
new experimental results.
new ideas
New LHC results will invoke a lot of response, mostly theoretical.
New relults specially on biophysics
new topics
more submissions
No big changes
No changes at all.
no concrete ideas
no idea
no idea
No idea



No idea!
No idea, more "You might be also interested in this or that"??? I am not sure that a computer 
will be doing a good job in this for some time to come...
No idea. The "market" will determine that
No more paid journals :).
Different peer review system; not sure how it will work, though.
More "informal" articles.  
More graphics per paper.
Easy extraction of data; formulae (via symbolic math languages); etc.
no!
none
none
None
none
none
None in particular that I can foresee now, only those that will be natural to keep updated with 
those that will certainly take place in the context of data handling.
none significant
None specifically, but there are bound to be some
none that I can foresee.
None.
none. Already too much informations
Not a lot, really.
Not clear...
not in science anymore...
Not many. For searching for papers/notes/preprints I believe everything will be very similar to 
what I need now. For publishing, there may be changes since our experiment is close to the 
beginning of the data taking and we will probably have more publications then. I am not sure 
if I will need newer functionalities.
not much
not so many
Not so many, except: I am wondering how much information 
is really stored and may be access will become difficult
Not sure.
Not sure.  Things are likely to change incrementally.
Not sure.. only time will tell.
Nothing
Nothing "expected" per se. For a wish-list see 11.
Nothing definite, but the experience says they will appear. 
Nothing radical.  
Now the overlapping of the tiltle as well as author's names of the scientific papers is expected 
to be more. Precisely while searching for a paper, SPIRES may bring out many more which are 
unnecessary. So, it is required some improvement along this direction. 
Number of accessible papers will increase enormously; hence will need a better search engine 
giving the relevancy of the results.
number of articles/papers is increasing, so the most efficient search tools for references and 
previous work will become more and more essential.
Oh gosh....



On information, I find myself searching for figures more than I used to. This takes me into 
searching for copies of conference talks. So access to copies of conference talks might be a 
nice new feature. Many conferences put these on their web sites, but finding the right site and 
right person takes a long time. Could SPIRES start making links and a catalog for the major 
conferences?

On publication, this is becoming less important for regular research. It is still important for a 
career etc, but it is becoming a side aspect, with the key scientific communication being done 
using pre-publication electronic copies. 
On the information side, I'd expect full-text search of the arXiv to become common.  
Eventually some sort of classification scheme which could take you to the best articles on a 
particular topic might be implemented.

On the publication side, I'm not sure.  Refereed journals don't make much sense but no one 
has found a way to kill the beast.
on-line access to 100% of published materials

Only in the interface, the content main goals are already achieved.
open acces,
no more journals on paper
better refereeing
Open access
open access
open access
open access and better peer review
open access information
printed issues less and less important
Open access publishing policy, world-wide and for all sciences!!
After all, science that is funded by tax-payers should produce results that are directly 
available, and for free, to any tax-payer, isn't it ?
Effort and money should be put into setting up such infrastructure (reviewed open access 
Open access to all papers.
Open access.
open on-line acsess to the papers prior to 1992
open publishing - easier access
Open Source publishing
Open Source Access to most of papers
Over all, I expect that the coverage of the search engines (in particular Google Scholar) will be 
improved and will be extended not only to the recent but also to all the old works--or at least 
those published in the most important journals. It would be also very useful to enable the free 
electronic access to those documents.
Papers are more and more accompanied by data and software (usually presented as 
"supplementary material" in the biological community) and convenient access to this sort of 
material, not just the fixed text of a paper, will become more and more important.
Perhaps new formats will be developed e.g. for data presentation
Picture and Movies
possibility to compare reasult from different experiment with just a query that could group 
some of them together
Possibly broader coverage of fields related to HEP and astrophysics, but this is uncertain.
Possibly eliminate the need to publish articles after it
has been submitted to the arXiv.
Possibly laccess to tables 



Powerful search tools including the text of the articles, structurization, digital data libraries and 
digitalization of the published results.
Fast publication: within a week after the acceptance of the paper.
Practically no change
Primarily in dealing with more information.

Probably even more preprints.
probably journals will soon disappear
Probably switch completely to electronic journals like JHEP.

programmable email alerts and rss feeds are a useful tool, I think they will develop further in 
the next few years
progress of career and diversification of research means it will be necessary for me to search 
for reviews and to trace a subject back to the early papers.

i also hope my publications will be increasing.
Proper Citation database. If a work from fields other than High Energy is cited, all such 
citations in an ideal situation, should be accessible easily.
Publication of technical notes, pure electronic publications
publication to be more simple and should encourage new authors than older one who are 
writing their paper on same old topic from last 10 years.like chgibson is doing.
Publications will have an increasing multimedia component particularly for electronic 
publications.  

Publish more multimedia (graphs with a lot of interactive content, etc).

publish more or move from science to technology
publish more.
Publishing more
Pushing into a new area, thus need full coverage and ease of use.
Put the publishing companies out of their misery once and for all. There is no need to give our 
hard-earned money to those bastards.
quantitative - will need to have access to more papers, ideally as fulltexts
quick publication
Quicker turn around on Peer review. Long periods are unethical. 
Enable manuscripts to be submitted to multiple publishers with their knowledge. This enables 
the small university writer who is not known to get a faster review time.
Really, not much from today.  Except I'll have a wireless
connection, available anywhere, with an ultra light laptop.

Not essential, though.  
Refereeing system needs overhaul
Regarding my needs, I will want to find e.g. all references on a given topic, without having to 
search for words in the title etc.
related to changes of subjects of studies



Related to information needs I expect new domains that border between standard domains, 
for example astroparticle physics that could have papers published in either Astrop. J., or in 
more classical HEP journals (Eur.Phys.J.C,Phys.Rev.,Phys.Lett.B,Phys.Rev.Lett.,etc), have its 
preprints classified in arXiv as astro-ph/th, or in hep-ph/th/ex, etc...
Related to publication needs, I expect that new styles of publications that remain de facto 
unpublished, but are very useful to the Community (theses, Collaboration Notes, etc), and 
that could have some type of refereeing...
                                                                         =====
(but I would apply this refereeing only to such a category, not to all preprints, as the preprint 
is anyway being subject to a refereeing process).
Reliable arXives, quicker access, maintain traditional journals,

open access: tractable models to be developed.
science for free is not a concept. Every nation shall pay according to
their abilities.
removal of old-fashioned journal procedures, greater reliance on web- and community-based 
publication
Rise in the number and quality of sources of information other than published articles or 
preprints (e.g. blogs, press releases, discussion forums, online talks, conference video 
stream...).

Need to discriminate the above sources on a quality and depth basis.

In parallel, rise of the number of opportunities to "publish" results and research in those non-
Screening of quality of papers archived in various data bases.
search accuracy better
search and read more, publish more
search capabilities outside of HEP
search criteria to be improved; collaboration with ISI citation database
Search for all formats accessible to the web, including pictures and equations.
Use unicode to publish info on the web as html and just let Google do its job.
Search in non-english languages (need translation).  Search in electrical engineering journals.  
Search "internal notes" for experiments (with proper authorization of course).   Link to 
authors' webpage if there is more information there (data for tables, figures etc).
search papers in multidisciplinary topics
Searches by voice
Searching of different databases through search portals would become more important; 
regarding publications, electronic ones would prevail and thus publishing would become 
oriented to continuous releases, while refereeing should become faster and more transparent.
see below
Shift from info collection to publication.
Shift to free access for readers.
Ideally I would put all (scanned) articles on p2p. 
Distribution costs are (almost) zero so I would not like to pay for these.

Since I am over 8 years into retirement, but still active, I would expect that the information 
services will easily keep ahead of my additional research needs.
since I may be retired by then:
  --- hardly any need for citation analysis (I am now in a semi-manegerial position)
  --- more need for diverse scientifically reliable info
slightly more literature on the subject (string theory) that I need to sort through
Some improvements



Some papers of authors are not mentioned
as well as the dates are mixed (old go time after time before the new ones) 
It would be better to distinsguish the aothors who have got identical letters in the name , e.g 
V. A. Petrov
concerns two different persons( SPIRES)
Speaking for myself personally, I am pretty settled 
(re information and publication aspects) and I don't foresee much 
changes in the next 5 years. 
speed in the access
Speed will further go up and the pressure to publish will furhter increase
speed, depth of coverage will probably improve
Start of LHC --> lot of artciles and notes
Startup of the LHC
Stop having to pay for buying journals
Storage and access:Easier and fast

More online publication and perhaps less hard copy than at present.
strong move towards open access publication
Submit more, require more relevant information and related information quickly.
technical
That all paper accepted by a journal will be accessible for free on the arXiv (but this is a 
that more information is available on-line. For example papers of the '70s
That the interests get more focussed on CMS.
That the interfaces are such that only my students can use them
The ability to attach private notes to online documents, to make a permanent, persistent 
selection of documents that interest me.  Easy ways to make permanent links to documents.  
Better personalisation generally.

Adoption of RSS by CERN as a replacement for email mailing lists.
The ability to upload, access, and cross-reference files and data (e.g. model files for CalcHEP 
or MADGRAPH, or detector simulation programs like PGS). At this point, there are sites
that have been created by individuals to deal with a particular conference or a particular 
research program -- but there is not a site designed to provide for general use.

I would also like the ability to find and access the slides of speakers and conferences -- 
indexed by author, title, and keyword -- instead of having to go to the individual conference 
and look at the program.
The abilty to submit a latex file from just the pdf output with at least double the file size. 
The access to the full text for scientist or scientific user. So I won't need to find papers in the 
The amount of information available grows very fast so it's important to have a place where to 
find precisely what you are looking for.
The amount of papers and information will be larger than nowdays, so I expect the searching 
system would be at least as good as SPIRES is by now. 
The arXiv is very satisfactory for non-peer reviewed publishing. The peer reviewed journals 
could be faster, but I find that already now they are reasonable.

Information: it would be good if all the highly cited papers on SPIRES (say 500+ as a first 
stage) would be available electronically, including old papers.
the back files wil be searchable over a longer period
The changes might be for the worse with the publish or perish mentality in science. I expect 
more preprints on the arXiv, each preprint will on the average have less substance or new 
ideas unfortunately. 



the Citation analysis should be contained fully.
The entire HEP data base will be "full text" search able 
The increasing amount of information on the internet may make it harder to sort through and 
extract the relevant and reliable sources. Search engines which can help with this will be 
The journal should be all electronic based and open. Information needs who knows - but you 
know what has happened for last 10 years and I would expect some for the future.
The LHC will surely change the publication environment in HEP.
The main changes refer to cross-reference tools and accesibility to historical archives of 
papers traditionally unavailable (e.g. soviet time archives). 
The most dramatic change I would like to see is improvement in existing archives for data 
itself.  Submitting data, e.g., from figures with a paper should be a requirement.  Also 
publishing of data tables in a permanent archive location, referred to but not in a publication, 
the most regrettable degredation effects of my personal aging
The need of information is increasing exponentially
The need to find the most recent papers will become more and more important as the fields 
diversify.
the newest development in the field.
The possibilty to compare various disciplines. Free us from the shackels of e-versions of some 
publishers. All search engines should have the google type error correction option ("Did you 
mean..."

The quantity of available information will keep growing exponentially. My brain will not, so I 
will need increasingly sophisticated software to sift through it and find what's relevant to me - 
all the while not completely cutting out the serendipitous hits which can lead to whole new 
ideas. The eternal dilemma.
The subject treatment is very artefactal and a change toward correctness is necessary 
otherwise a waste. 
The time between submission and acceptance of a journal
will rapidly shrink.  Cross-referencing ought to become
faster.  There must be some way in which I can simultaneously
upload all the references of a particular paper that I am looking
up, into say tabs, rather than to click them one by one.  
How can this be effectively done? 

The unification of text formats for all scientific journals to make
less weighted the work of authors.
theere will be more papers, articles, and so on. there will be the need of more accuracy and 
possibility to make query within the given articles like in a database.

There is really no longer a need for a referee or peer reviewing. I am myself a referee of many 
journals in high energy but, in practice, it is becoming only a waste of energies both for 
referees and for the authors. People reads the relevant papers on the archive long before it 
gets in the hands of the referee. 
There may be a shift away from present editorial policy because of increasing financial 
pressure. Our University sends a cheque of 800KEuros to Elsevier, much more than it invests 
in post-docs. That is not going to last forever. Some different way to disseminate ideas under 
peer review and low cost should be envisaged, and arXiv may play a big role. On the other 
hand, evaluation of research more and more requires IF, ISI, etc. and this tends to freeze any 
There should be more full text coverage
There will be more data to be searched and analysed
There will surely be new classifications to add. I would like that citation indices and all that 
stuff is improved.



There would be a need to separate junk from more relevant texts or perhaps to have a finer 
subject classification. The various topics that are covered on hep-th, for example seem to 
become more and more diverse.
This is my first year PhD. I expect a greater pressure to publish.
to be accessible to the articles before the age of arXiv, it would be nice to be able to access all 
the old articles freely.
to be honest, I don't really know
To have free access to the full content of some papers not freely available today, specially 
some papers published in Astrophysical Journal and Phys. Rev. D, for example.

To have a paper published soon after its acceptance, at least in the on line version of the 
journal.

To have my citations correctly and fully informed by Spires and Web of Science.
To make it more user friendly.
To popularise search system for use and access.
Too many papers appearing....
unclear on what this question is asking.
Unfortunately the paper journals are disappearing and I still like to sit down with a copy in my 
hands for browsing.  I don't like looking at a terminal all day.
Uniform standardization of author names--searching by combinations of first/middle names 
vs. initials is hit or miss--and hard-linked rules that combine old authors intelligently. ISI 
World of Science has made some limited progress there, and PubMed is not-so-bad at allowing 
this information to be included in a search.
Unsure at this time.
User fiendliness
user friendliness
user friendliness, search accurancy
User Friendly and quality of Pulication. Easy acess to pulished articles to authors. Free on line 
access to 4-5 year old articles.
user friendly and speed
using more databases of astronomical experiments/ more refined searches for a given issue

Very difficult to say!
Very few.  I hope interfaces and topic searching will improve.
Video clips and movies will become standard.
video-information
packing in microcomputers
media-catalog of pieces of informations (some kind of personal archive with building blocks of 
relatively short pieces of information)

virtually you may excess any journals online and also most issues from decades back
Visual handicap accesibility
Want to search for conference proceedings
We almost nevery use a paper library; everything is online. 
In the future this will become more so. 
It is hard to use the journals that require a login, especially
since we travel and are not alway logging in from a "edu" address. 

We will get new information on all things, so I expect new physics, new theories.
Well I don't know really!
When the LHC turns on we will need quick & reliable access to the results from the 



widening access to publicaituon in the
humanities
wider availability of talks and lectures in media format
wider publication bases
Will be publishing more papers. I'm currently a grad student.
Will change areas of interest
Will change activities in unpredictable ways
will more be concentrated on the enviroinment conservation
Will need more information
will need more information and will publish more
Will need to find more cross-discipline papers, including some that aren't strictly science (e.g., 
engineering/computational/numerical methods)
will need to improve search of presentations.
will search in an even broader scope
will hopefully publish more things :)
With all the advances in the tech world, new discoveries in science, five years from now 
usually thing improve. my lap top prosses at 3.33 gigs. that wasnt possible in the public sector 
With growing number of experiment, observatories space missions, etc. it would be useful to 
have a database covering them and when possible access to their public data.
with LHC turn-on, i expect increased activity and will need improved capabilities in searches
with start of CMS, publication needs should increase
with the change from construction to data taking (research) I expect to be doing significantly 
more searches for current information and publishing a lot more my self. Access to all jurnals 
and especialy obscure conference procedings, preprints and the like will be come much more 
With the growing world and world's best Experiments being in the market. This all information 
will be needed fast and good in quality and quantity.
With the rate of new papers growing, the need for faster and more efficient search and access 
to full text will become more urgent.  

Also, I envision that with greater computational, graphical, and even movie-clip software 
capabilities, more people will take advantage of the opportunity to present their results in a 
more user-friendly high-tech form.
(For example, more and more talks use movies to illustrate dynamics of some system; it 
would be likewise useful to be able to do this in papers, e.g. by streamlining the appropriate 
system of links where such movies, simulations, etc. would be accessed.)  This likely trend will 
need to be met with correspondingly increased data storage capability.

Finally, I think that the trend towards using electronic, rather than paper, versions of articles 
will continue: with laptops, pdf readers, etc., becoming more sophisticated, more people will 
convert to using them instead of carrying around a bunch of printed out papers.  This yields an 
opportunity to enhance the usefulness of such papers by enabling links.  In particular, it would 
With the way the fields in physics are evolving, better classification system will be a big need.
Would be nice if SPIRES could archive experimental results; currently, CDF and D0 have their 
own pages to post preliminary results, would be nice for this to be centralized on SPIRES
Would like if all journals could take submissions directly from arxiv preprints. 
WWW direct publication of data will lead to direct publication of analysis


